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Abstract A number of papers have been proposed for the approximate solution of the dial-a-ride routing 
problem. The object of this paper is to examine some of these heuristics, to introdllce some new heuristics, 
and to compare these approximate algorithms. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper, we analyze heuristic algorithms for the single vehicle many-to-many dial-a-ride 
problem (DARP), i.e. designing a route for a vehicle carrying customers between specified 
pick-up and delivery points to minimize the total travel distance. More formally, the DARP 
can be described as follows. 

(Dial-A-Ride Problem: DARP) 
Given a complete directed gr.aph G(V, E) consisting of a set V of n nodes and an arc set E. 
Node set V can be decomposed into three subsets; depot Vo, pick-up points v~, £ = 1,2",', m, 
delivery points vt, £ = 1,2,'" ,m. Node Vo represents a depot that is the starting and ending 
point of the vehicle. There exist m customers whose pick-up and delivery point pairs are 
(v~, vt), £ = 1,2,"', m, where v~ is the pick-up point and vt is the delivery point of cust.omer 
£. We denote the number of nodes by n =1 V 1= 2m + 1. Associated with each arc (i, j) E E, 
there is a weight Dij that represents the distance between node i and node j. Our objective is 
to find a permutation of nodes 0 : V - {1, 2,"', n} that minimizes the total travel distance 

n-l 

(1) I::: D6-I(i)6- I(i+l) + D6-I(n)6-1(1) 
i,=1 

and satisfies the following conditions: 

1. O(vo) = 1, 

2. o(v:) < o(vt) for all £ = 1,2,"', m. 

Condition 2 states the pick-up point v~ must be visited before its corresponding delivery 
point vt. Note that permutation 0(;) = j means node i is the j-th visiting point of the vehicle. 

Since the DARP is NP-complete [6], a polynomial time algorithm most unlikely exists for 
solving the DARP exactly. Consequently, for practical problems with several hundreds of 
nodes we must use an approximate algorithm that runs in low polynomial time order. The 
objective of this paper is to develop several approximate algorithms, and to compare t.hese 
approximate algorithms with the known heuristics. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review several heuristic algorithms 
in literature. In section 3 we describe several new heuristic algorithms. In section 4 we 
compare these approximate algorithms on randomly generated Euclidean problems. Final 
section contains conclusions. 

We should remark that our numerical experiments are carried out for a limited number of 
test problems on Euclidean distance metric. We feel that out results illustrate the degfE·e of 
accuracy in many practical situations though there exist many problems of different geome
try. Furthermore, we should remark that the asymptotically optimal heuristic for the DARP 
introduced by Stein [19] is not tested in this paper, since Psaraftis compared it in [16] with 
his heuristic (minimum spanning tree heuristic) ,:md concluded that minimum spanning tree 
heuristic performs better than Stein's heuristic on medium size problems. 

2 Previous Works 

The previous works are summarized as follows. 
Kalantari et al. [9] provided a branch and bound method for the precedence constrained 

traveling salesman problem (PCTSP) based on the branch and bound algorithm for the TSP 
by Little et al. [12], and could solve the 3D-node problems with the asymmetric dist.'mce 
matrix. Suzuki and Nomura [22] also developed a branch and bound algorithm for the 
PCTSP using bounds derived from the arborescence problem or the shortest path problem, 
and could solve 3D-node problems with the sparse distance matrix. In their model, nodes 
are permitted to be visited more than once and the starting and ending points are distinct, 
but this problem can be reduced to the ordina.ry PCTSP using a simple transformation. 
Psaraftis [15] developed an exact solution method using a dynamic programming algorithm 
for the DARP with additional constraints whose time complexity is O(n23n

), and could solve 
2D-node problems. 

Several heuristic algorithms have been propo:sed for the DARP (Psaraftis [16J, [17J, Jaw 
et al. [8J, Stein [19]). Psaraftis proposed the minimum spanning tree (MST) heuristic and 
local search (k-opt) procedures specialized to the DARP. We briefly summarized them below 
since we compare them with our algorithms in section 4. 

(Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) Heuristic [16]) 

Step 1 Find the minimum spanning tree on G(V, E). 

Step 2 Construct a traveling salesman tour by duplicating the minimum spanning tree. 

Step 3 Start wit.h any pick-up point, move on the traveling salesman tour clockwise (or 
counterclockwise) until all nodes are visited not visiting any node that has been pre
viously visited, or any delivery point whose pick-up point has not been previously 
visited. 

Step 4 Repeat Step 3, each time choosing a different customer pick-up point, and choose 
the tour with minimum length. 

(k-opt procedures [17]) 

Step 1 Obtain an initial feasible dial-a-ride routing tour. 

Step 2 Substitute k arcs with other arcs. If the total travel distance is improved and all 
pick-up points are visited before their delivery points, then we get a new dial-a .. ride 
routing tour. Continue until no improved tour can be found. 
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The MST heuristic requires O(n2) computations, while the k-opt procedure requires O( nk) 

computations under the appropriate implementation described in [17]. Since the computa
tional complexity of k-opt procedure grows in exponential order of k, Psaraftis recommended 
k = 2,3 (2-opt, 3-opt) in pndice. 

Stein [19], [20] provided an algorithm for the Euclidean DARP based on the K arp's algo
rithm [10] for the TSP, and proved the algorithm produces asymptotically optimal solutions 
when ( approaches infinite. 

Daganzo [5] developed analytical models to evaluate the performance of the DARP. Jaw et 
al. [8] provided an insertion heuristic for the multiple vehicle DARP with several .additional 
constraints such as the time window and service quality constraints. Their algorithm builds 
tours of multiple vehicles through sequential insertion of customers in a dynamically changing 
environment. Some algorithms proposed in subsection 3.1 of this paper are based on thp. 
same concept as theirs, but the node selection rule and the insertion criteria are different. 

3 Heuristic Algorithms 

In this section we propose se·veral new heuristic algorithms for the DARP. The first class of 
algorithms are based on the concept of sequential insertion of nodes that has been introduced 
in [8]. Our algorithms contain several new features designed to provide the efficiency and the 
performance. The second algorithm is an extended version of the classical nearest. neighbor 
method, but it contains the randomized routine to overcome the difficulty of the DARP. 
The third algorithm uses the spacefilling curve heuristic [2]. This algorithm can be seen as a 
simplified version of the Stein's asymptotically optimal heuristic algorithm (19]. The fourth 
class of algorithms are local improvement procedures that are generalizations of the Or-opt 
procedure [11] for the TSP. 

3.1 Insertion Methods 

We describe a class of construction procedures based on the concept of sequential insertion 
of nodes. Though all construction procedures begin with a self loop as an initial subtour, 
they differ at the following two points: 

1. the nodes are inserted one by one, or the pick-up and corresponding delivery points 
are inserted simultaneously; 

2. the selection rule of the node (or the pair of nodes ). 

We first describe two variants of the farthest and arbitrary insertion methods [7],[11] for 
the TSP. These algorithms insert nodes one by one, but they differ in the selection rules of 
nodes. The first algorithm that uses the farthest insertion rule is as follows. 

(FI : Farthest Insertion Method) 

Step 1 (Initialization) 
Start with a subtour consisting of node Vo only, i.e. a self loop (vo, (vo, vo), vol. 

Step 2 (Node Selection) 
Given a subtour, find node k that is not in the subtour and farthest to any node in 
the subtour. 

Step 3 (Insertion) 
Find the arc (i, j) in the subtour that minimizes Dik+Dkj-Di} to satisfy the precedence 
constraints. Insert k between i and j. 
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Figure 1: An example that FI and AI do not work well. Nodes vd and vP are pick-up and de
livery points of the specified customer. If vd is inserted to the subtour (vo, (vo, vd, VI, (VI, V2), 
V2, (V2' vp), VP' (vp, VD), VD), the precedence constraint forces Vd to be inserted between Vp and 
VD, 

Step 4 Go to Step 3, unless we have a tour. 

The second algorithm that uses the randomized insertion rule is as follows. 

(AI: Arbitrary Insertion Method) 

Step 1 (Initialization) 
Start with a subtour consisting of node Vo only, i.e. a self loop (vo, (vo, VD), VD), 

Step 2 (Node Selection) 
Given a subtour, find node k arbitrary that is not in the subtour. 

Step 3 (Insertion) 
Find the arc (i, j) in the subtour that minimizes D,k+Dkj-D,j to satisfy the precedence 
constraints. Insert k between i and j. 

Step 4 Go to Step 3, unless we have a tour. 

The above insertion methods generate bad solutions since insertion points are restricccd 
by the precedence constraints. For example see Figure 1. In the Figure vd and vP .are 
pick-up and delivery points of the specified customer. If Vd is inserted to the subtour 
(vo,(VO,VI),VI,(VI,V2), V2,(V2,Vp),Vp,(vp,vo),vo), the precedence constraint forces Vd to be 
inserted between vp and vD. This phenomenon is the inherent deficit of the PI and AI 
methods both of which are natural generalization of the heuristic procedures for the TSP. 

To overcome this difficulty, we design the following algorithm, which inserts a pair of 
pick-up and delivery points simultaneously. 

(PI: Pairing Insertion Method) 
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Figure 2: Solution values of MPI method with various K. The values are scaled :;;0 that the 
solution value with ]{ = 1 is equal to 1. 

Step 1 (Initialization) 
Start with a subtour consisting of node Vo only, i.e. (vo, (vo, vo), vo). 

Step 2 (Pair Selection) 
Given a subtour, select a pair of pick-up and delivery points (vp , vd) that are not in 
the subtour. 

Step 3 (Insertion) 
Find the arcs (i,j) and (i',j') that minimize Djvp + DvPj - D jj +Djlvd + Dudjl - D,IJI. 

Insert vP between i and j, and vd between i' and j'. 

Step 4 Go to Step 3, unless we have a tour. 

The straightfoward implementation of the pairing insertion method requires 0(7'13
) com

putations. We modify it to run in 0(7'12 ). Step 3 of the pairing insertion method is modified 
in the following way: 

Step 3 (Insertion) 
Find the ]{ smallest Divp+DvP}-Dij and denote them (it, jd, (i2' h), ... , (ik' jk), ... , (if(, ]1, 
Then find the arcs (ik' jk) and (i', j') that minimize 

(2) 

Insert vP between ik and jk and Vd between i' and j' that attains minimum in (2). 

We refer to this modified algorithm as modified pairing insertion (MPI) method. The 
MPI method runs in 0(I<n2) where I< is a prespecified constant that is independent of N, 
i.e. I< = 0(1). The results of the numerical experiments shown in Figure 2 suggest that the 
solution values obtained by different I< are about the same when I< is more than 6; we set 
I< = 6 in our numerical experiments in section 4. 
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Table 1: Comparison of the pair selection rules with various problem sizes_ The number in 
the table represents the average percentage above Rule 1 (%). 

n Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule4 
11 1.96 0.08 -0.15 
21 4.46 1.39 0.62 
31 7.36 2.07 1.67 
41 7.72 2.54 0.37 
51 8.27 2.87 1.99 
61 8.20 2.13 1.52 
71 7.91 2.99 2.73 
81 10.74 1.68 1.91 
91 9.32 2.24 1.21 
101 9.96 2.19 2.21 
111 12.29 3.49 2.60 

The effectiveness of the (modified) pairing insertion method depends on the selection 
criteria of the pair of pick-up and delivery points. We tested four pair selection rules. Let 
us denote the set of nodes in the subtour by IT, the set of pick-up points in V - IT by Np, 
the set of delivery points in V - IT by Nd . Then, the rules are: 

Rule 1 : Farthe:3t Pair 
Select a pail (i', j') of pick-up and delivery points such that 

(3) 

Rule 2 : N eare8t Pair 
Select a pair (i', j') of pick-up and delivery points such that 

(4) 

Rule 3 : MAX-SUM 
Select a pail' (i', j') of pick-up and delivery points such that 

(5) 

Rule 4 : MAX-MAX 
Select a pair that contains node j' (pick-up point or delivery point) such that 

(6) 

We give the results of the numerical experiments to compare the rules in Table 1. As can 
be seen, the solution value of Rule 1 dominates other rules for all n except n = 11. Thus, we 
recommend Rule l (farthest pair rule), and use it in our numerical experiments in section 4. 
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3.2 A Randomized Nearest Neighbor Method 

We also develop a modified version of the nearest neighbor heuristic that incorporates ran
domization routine. The algorithm called the randomized nearest neighbor (RN N) method 
can be described as follows. 

(Algorithm: RNN method) 

Step 1 (Initialization) 
Let the set of nodes in the current path be IT = {vo} and the last node of the current 
path be L = 1. Determine the node selection parameter p(O < p :5 1). 

Step 2 Let the set of pick-up points in V - IT be Np , and the set of delivery points in V - IT, 
whose corresponding pick-up point is contained in IT, be Nd . 

Step 3 Determine the next visiting point i as follows: go to the nearest pick-up point in Np 
with probability 

(7) 

Otherwise go to the nearest delivery point in Nd • 

Step 4 Let L := i and IT ::= IT U {i}. If IT = V then stop, otherwise goto Step 2. 

3.3 A Spacefilling Curve Heuristic 

We use a spacefilling curve instead of using the doubly minimum spanning tree in Psarartis' 
MST heuristic. In this case, the heuristic can be seen as a simplified version of the Stein's 
asymptotically optimal heuristic in which the regions are sequenced according to the space
filling curve. The computa,tional complexity of this heuristic becomes O(n log n). If we 
repeat Step 3 of Psaraftis' MST heuristic, each time choosing a different customer pick-up 
point, and choose the tour with minimum length, then the complexity of the algorithm be
comes the same as the MST heuristic, i.e. O(n2

). We use this version in the numerical 
experiment in section 4. 

3.4 Local Search Methods 

In this subsection, we describe two local search algorithms that are extensions of the Or-opt 
procedure for the TSP [11]. Or-opt procedure temporary deletes a node (or a connected 
string of nodes) and then inserts it to the subtour. Since we developed several insertion 
procedures in subsection 3.1, we can easily construct the modified Or-opt procedures for the 
DARP. The following is a naive generalization of Or-opt procedure. 

(Algorithm: Modified Or-opt Method) 

Step 1 Get an initial feasible route. 

Step 2 Let s = 3. 

Step 3 Delete a connected string of s nodes from the current tour, and insert the string 
into the sub tour to sa.tisfy the precedence constraints and to minimize the increase of 
the distance. If no improved solution cannot be found, then go to Step 4. 

Step 4 Set s := s - 1. If s = 0 then stop, otherwise go to Step 3. 
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If we apply the paring insertion instead of the ordinary insertion, we can get the following 
algorithm. 

(Algorithm: Pairing Or-opt Method) 

Step 1 Get an initial feasible route. 

Step 2 Delete a pair of pick-up and destination points from the current tour, and in~.ert 
them into the subtour to satisfy the precedence constraints and to minimize the increase 
of the distance. Continue Step 2 until no improved solution cannot be found. 

Both of the modified Or-opt and pairing Or-opt methods run in O(n2
) time per improve

ment under the appropriate implementation. 
The modified Or-opt method considers only a small percentage of the exchanges that are 

considered by a 3-'Jpt method, while the pairing Or-opt method considers a subset of those 
by a 4-opt method. 

Of course, we may use two local search procedures described above sequentially. Two 
variations of the composite local search procedure are possible. The first one is to apply the 
pairing Or-opt method to begin with, and the modified Or-opt method next. We refer to 
this version as the composite Or-opt method 1. The second one is to apply the modified 
Or-opt method to begin with, and the pairing Or-opt method next. We refer to this version 
as the composite Or-opt method 2. 

4 Numerical Experiments 

To compare the performance of the approximate aJgorithms described in the previolls section 
and the known algorithms, all the algorithms are implemented by BASIC and run on micro
computer PC9801VM (NEC) whose speed is almost 1/3600 of VS-FORTRAN on IBM3081. 

Distance matrix [Di)] is generated according to two dimensional Euclidean distances be
tween nodes that are distributed on 100 x 100 grids. The precedence relation is generated 
in the following way; Set the precedence constraints as i -< i + L n/2 J for i = 2,3, ... , L n/2 J 
where n is an arbitrary odd number that represents the number of nodes. We generate [00 
instances for each class. Each table gives the average values above the MPI method, i.e. 
(solution value of each heuristic)/(solution value computed by solving MPI method). We 
use the following abbreviations in the Tables. 

FI: farthest insertion method. 

AI: arbitrary insertion method, best of 3 runs. 

MPI: modified pairing insertion method. 

RNN: randorni~~ed nearest neighbor method. Parameter p is tested from [0,1], step size 
is equal to 0.1, and the best solution is selected. 

SFC: spacefilling curve method. 

MST: Psaraftis' MST heuristic. 

In the Tables, CPU time is measured by PC9801VM (10 MHz) seconds per problem. Results 
of experiments are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Then, we test several local search types 
of heuristics. We generate 10 instances with n = 101 and take their average values. Initial 
feasible dial-a-ride tours are obtained randomly, IIsing MST heuristic or using MPI method. 
We use the following abbreviations in the Tables. 
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Table 2: Comparison of the construction methods with various problem sizes. The number 
in the table represents the ll.verage percentage of 10 problems above MPI method (%). 

n FI AI RNN SFC MST 
11 11.39 6.14 19.91 27.35 19.81 
21 21.09 9.28 23.11 32.52 26.13 
31 23.81 10.05 23.79 31.95 27.57 
41 28.35 10.79 24.06 31.12 28.29 
51 29.51 12.70 25.55 33.30 30.23 
61 32.95 11.76 24.45 32.44 28.89 
71 32.77 13.24 25.10 34.10 28.13 
81 33.75 13.64 26.26 32.71 28.54 
91 34.39 12.36 24.73 32.05 27.67 
101 33.85 10.53 23.15 31.92 28.11 
111 36.18 11.60 23.50 30.81 28.23 

Table 3: Comparison of the computational time of the construction methods. The number 
in the table represents the average CPU time of 10 problems (seconds). 

n MPI FI AI RNN SFC MST 
11 0 0 1 4 2 3 
21 2 1 3 10 6 7 
31 4 3 6 17 12 16 
41 7 5 10 26 19 22 
51 11 8 15 38 29 46 
61 15 11 21 52 40 48 
71 20 15 28 66 52 77 
81 25 19 37 83 66 100 
91 33 24 46 103 82 128 
101 40 29 56 123 100 144 
111 51 35 67 146 120 176 

Table 4: Comparison of the local search heuristics with n = 101. The number in the table 
represents the average solution values of 10 problems. 

Initial tour Initial Tour 2-opt 3-opt Or-opt Pair-opt Com-opt! Com-opt2 
Random 534 135 108 114 118 117 109 

MST 138 114 103 119 104 103 10'1 
MPI 105 104 100 103 100 100 100 
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Table 5: Comparison of the computational time of the local search heuristics. The number 
in the table represents the average CPU times of 10 problems (second). 

Initial tour 
Random 

MST 
MPI 

2-opt 
1949 
111 
442 

3-opt 
30200 
12424 
4226 

Or-opt 
2224 
480 
2384 

Pair-opt 
563 
342 
772 

Random: The initial solution is determined randomly. 

2-opt: Psaraftis' 2-opt method. 

3-opt: Psaraftis' 3-opt method. 

Or-opt: modified Or-opt method. 

Pair-opt: pairing Or-opt method. 

Com-optl 
935 
471 
1398 

Com-opt2 
2438 
755 
2769 

Corn-opt!: composite Or-opt method 1, in which the pairing Or-opt method is applied 
to begin with, and the modified Or-opt met.hod next. 

Com-opt2: composite Or-opt method 2, in which the modified Or-opt method is applied 
to begin with, and the pairing Or-opt method next. 

Results of experiments are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. 

5 Conclusions 

We proposed some heuristic algorithms for the many-to-many dial-a-ride routing problem
and compared them with the algorithms in literature. 

Our conclusions are summarized as follows. 

1. Among the construction heuristics, one of the proposed heuristics named the modified 
pairing insertion (MPI) method performs best. If we compare with the asymptotically 
optimal value (when n = 101, this value is about 100) derived by Stein [19]'[20]' then 
the modified pairing insertion method could find a dial-a-ride tour within about 6% 
optimality. This ratio is identical to that of the best construction method (the fa.rthest 
insertion, or the convex hull insertion method) for the TSP [7]. 

2. The local search procedures with random starting solutions produce worse solutions, 
and require much more computational time than the MPI method. Therefore we should 
use the const.ruction method when a reasonable effective solutions are desired. 

3 .. When we start with random solutions (or solutions obtained using MST heuristic), 
Psaraftis' 3-opt procedure performs best. Whereas when we start with solutions ob
tained using the MPI method, the composite Or-opt procedure 1 performs best. We 
conjecture that the 3-opt (or 2-opt) method works better when the starting solution 
is not near-optimal, while the composite Or-opt (or modified, paring) method works 
better when the starting solution is not so bad. 
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4. Both 3-opt and composite Or-opt procedures give a dial-a-ride tour within about 1 % 
of optimality with high regularity if we start with the solutions of the MPI method. 

5. The composite Or-opt 2 is slower than and operates with approximately the same 
effectiveness as the the composite Or-opt 1 (the the composite Or-opt 1 is somewhat 
better). Thus we recommend the composite Or-opt l. 

To confirm the above conclusions we should compare the upper bounds obtained using 
several heuristic algorithms with the optimal solutions (or lower bounds). ThE most im
portant future direction in this area is to develop an efficient exact algorithm or the lower 
bounding procedure. 
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